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P.I.G.s

• P.I.G. – Persons In
Government who intend to
breach the trust, and perjure
their oaths
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Fiance VISA Scam by US Border PIGs
•
•
•
•

Want 10 years of “residential” history
Want 10 years of “employment” history
Want over $1000.00 extortion
“It is however, true that in all common-law
countries it has always and consistently been held
that the wife and minor children take the
nationality of the husband and father. That is
common-law doctrine.” In Re Page 12 F (2d) 135
• At common law who you want for your wife is none
of their business ©Common Law Copyright 2011
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No Common Law Crimes
• There are no common law offenses against the
United States. Only those acts which Congress
has forbidden, with penalties for disobedience of
its command, are crimes. United States v. Hudson
& Goodwin, 11 U.S. (7th Cr.) 32 (1812); United
States v. Coolidge, 14 U.S. (1 Wheat.) 415 (1816);
United States v. Britton, 108 U.S. 199, 206 (1883);
United States v. Eaton, 144 U.S. 677, 687 (1892).
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No Common Law Crimes
=Martial Law Rule

• “…statutes have been passed for extending the
jurisdiction of courts of admiralty and viceadmiralty beyond their ancient limits; for depriving
us of the accustomed and inestimable privilege of
trial by jury, in cases affecting both life and
property;…….to supersede the course of common
law and instead thereof to publish and order the use
and exercise of the law martial……and for altering
fundamentally the form of government established
by charter. We saw the misery to which such
despotism would reduce us.” Causes and Necessity of
5
Taking
Up Arms 1775 [emphasis added]
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No Common Law in United States =
Martial Law Rule
• “We can't even begin to count the number of
times Judges, Lawyers, and Statesmen have said:
"There isn't any common law anymore. It has
been replaced by Statutes." They would be more
truthful if they said: "There isn't any commonlaw any more, it has been replaced by martial
law.” Dyett v Turner 439 P2d 266 @ 269, 20 U2d
403 [1968] The Non-Ratification of the Fourteenth
Amendment by Judge A.H. Ellett, Utah Supreme
Court
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No Common Law Crimes in Texas =
United States Martial Law Rule
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• Under Texas law, no act or omission is a crime
unless made so by statute. Dawson v. Vance, 329
F.Supp. 1320, (D.C.Tex. 1971).
• The Legislature may create an offense and in
same enactment, provide exceptions to its
application. Williams v. State, 176 SW2d 177,
Tex.Cr.App., 1943
• All Statutes are for US citizen slaves
©Common Law Copyright 2012

Fiance’ VISA Scam by US Border PIGs
• Creates another US citizen slave
• Converts a right into a privilege
• Make money for their Roman Cult BAR members
whores in the so-called Courts by
– Breaking up families - Divorces
– Seizing children
– Future prison business from juvenile delinquents that are
created

• Creates lots of future slave business for their Roman
Cult handlers
©Common Law Copyright 2011
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Fiance’ VISA Scam by US Border PIGs
• They can enslave all future generations of your
family
• They can tell you what to do in your own bedroom
• They can create more cannon fodder for their future
(planned) wars (giant commercial transactions) –
See The War on Terror is a War on You video
• They can create more slaves to service the
fraudulent fictitious debt – see the A US citizen is a
Slave video
©Common Law Copyright 2011
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US Citizen = Resident = Roman Cult

“Residents, as distinguished from citizens, are aliens who are
permitted to take up a permanent abode in the
country. Being bound to the society by reason of their
dwelling in it, they are subject to its laws so long as they
remain there, and, being protected by it, they must defend it,
although they do not enjoy all the rights of citizens. They
have only certain privileges which the law, or custom, gives
them. Permanent residents are those who have been given
the right of perpetual residence. They are a sort of citizen of
a less privileged character, and are subject to the society
without enjoying all its advantages. Their children succeed
to their status; for the right of perpetual residence given
them by the State passes to their children.” The Law of
Nations, Vattel, Book 1,©Common
Chapter
19, Section 213, p. 87
Law Copyright 2016

Resident = US Subject = Slave
“One does not necessarily
become a non-resident by
absconding or absenting
himself from his place of
abode.” 52 Mo. App. 291
©Common Law Copyright 2016

Residence = US Subject = Slave
“Residence. noun. The fact of being
officially present; the statutory presence
of an incumbent in a benefice.” Funk and
Wagnals Standard Dictionary, International
Edition Copyright 1965
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US Citizen = Roman Cult = Treason
"The term resident and citizen of the
United States is distinguished from a
Citizen of one of the several states, in that
the former is a special class of citizen
created by Congress." U.S. v. Anthony 24
Fed. 829 (1873)
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US Citizen = Roman Cult = Slave
"Therefore, the U.S. citizens residing in one of the
states of the union, are classified as property and
franchises of the federal government as an
"individual entity." Wheeling Steel Corp. v. Fox, 298
U.S. 193, 80 L.Ed. 1143, 56 S.Ct. 773
“A “US Citizen” upon leaving the District of
Columbia becomes involved in “interstate
commerce”, as a “resident” does not have the
common-law right to travel, of a Citizen of one of
the several states.” Hendrick v. Maryland S.C.
Reporter’s Rd. 610-625. (1914)
©Common Law Copyright 2016

Due Process of Law
“The stopping of an automobile by a
highway patrol officer for inspection of a
driver’s license, or for any other purpose
where it is accomplished by the authority
of the officers, is an “arrest.” Robinson v.
State, 198 S.W.2d 633, 635, 184 Tenn. 277

©Common Law Copyright 2011
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Due Process of Law
“Any restraint, however slight, upon
another’s liberty to come and go as one
pleases, constitutes an “arrest.” Swetnam
v. W.F. Woolworth Co., 318 P.2d 364, 366,
83 Ariz. 189.

©Common Law Copyright 2011
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Due Process of Law
• “An illegal arrest is an assault and battery. The
person so attempted to be restrained of his
liberty has the same right to use force in
defending himself as he would in repelling any
other assault and battery.” State v. Robinson, 145
ME. 77, 72 ATL. 260.
• “Each person has the right to resist an unlawful
arrest. In such a case, the person attempting the
arrest stands in the position of a wrongdoer and
may be resisted by the use of force, as in selfdefense.” State v. Mobley, 240 N.C. 476, 83 S.E. 2d
©Common Law Copyright 2011
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Due Process of Law
“One may come to the aid of another
being unlawfully arrested, just as he may
where one is being assaulted, molested,
raped or kidnapped. Thus it is not an
offense to liberate one from the unlawful
custody of an officer, even though he may
have submitted to such custody, without
resistance.” Adams v. State, 121 Ga. 16, 48
S.E. 910.
©Common Law Copyright 2011
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US Border PIGs
• “Similarly, a person cannot be convicted of
resisting a peace officer in the execution of
his duty unless the officer was acting
strictly within the limits of his powers and
duty. If the officer makes an unlawful
arrest, then there is a common law right to
resist that arrest.” Police Manual of Arrest,
Seizure and Interrogation, 8th Edition, by The
Honorable Roger E. Salhany, page 96,
©Common Law Copyright 2011
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US Border PIGs
“A breach of the peace takes place when either an
assault is committed on an individual or public alarm
and excitement is caused. Mere annoyance or insult is
not enough: thus at common law a householder could
not give a man into custody for violently and persistently
ringing his door-bell. It is the particular duty of a
magistrate or police officer to preserve the peace
unbroken; hence if he has reasonable cause to believe
that a breach of the peace is imminent he may be
justified in committing an assault or effecting an arrest.”
R.F.V. Heuston, Salmond on the Law of Torts 131 (17th
ed. 1977). Black’s Law Dictionary, 8th Edition, page 565
©Common Law Copyright 2011
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US Border PIGs
“Breach of the Peace. A violation or disturbance of the public
tranquility and order. The offense of breaking or disturbing
the public peace by any riotous, forcible, or unlawful
proceeding. 4 Bl.Comm. 142, et seq.; People v. Bartz, 53 Mich.
493, 19 N.W. 161. "Breach of the peace" is a generic term,
State v. Reichman, 135 Tenn. 653, 188 S.W. 225, 228, Ann. Cas.
1918B, 889, and includes all violations of public peace or order
and acts tending to a disturbance thereof, City of St. Louis v.
Slupsky, 254 Mo. 309, 162 S.W. 155, 157, 49 L.R. A.,N.S., 919.
One who commits a breach of the peace is guilty of disorderly
conduct, but not all disorderly conduct is necessarily a "breach
of the peace." Garvin v. City of Waynesboro, 15 Ga.App. 633,
84 S.E. 90, 91; City of Seattle v. Franklin, 191 Wash. 297, 70
P.2d 1049, 1051.” Black’s Law Dictionary 4th Edition, page 236
©Common Law Copyright 2011
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[emphasis added]

Judicial Whores = Satanic Contract
• “"When acting to enforce a statute and its
subsequent amendments to the present date, the
judge of the municipal court is acting as an
administrative officer and not in a judicial
capacity; courts administrating or enforcing
statutes do not act judicially, but merely
ministerially….but merely act as an extension as
an agent for the involved agency -- but only in a
“ministerial” and not a “discretionary
capacity...” Thompson v. Smith, 154 S.E. 579, 583;
Keller v. P.E., 261 US 428; F.R.C. v. G.E., 281,
©Common Law Copyright 2011
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U.S. 464.

Judicial Whores = Satanic Contract
• “kangaroo court. 1. A self-appointed tribunal or mock court
in which the principles of law and justice are disre-garded,
perverted, or parodied. • Kangaroo courts may be assembled
by various groups, such as prisoners in a jail (to settle
disputes between inmates) and players on a baseball team (to
“punish” teammates who commit fielding errors).2. A court
or tribunal characterized by unauthorized or irregular
procedures, esp. so as to render a fair proceeding impossible.
3. A sham legal proceeding. • The term's origin is uncertain,
but it appears to be an Americanism. It has been traced to
1853 in the American West. “Kangaroo” might refer to the
illogical leaps between “facts” and conclusions, or to the
hapless defendant's quick bounce from court to gallows.”
Black’s Law Dictionary,
8th Edition, pages 1076-1076
©Common Law Copyright 2011
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Judicial Whores = Satanic Contract
• “Kangaroo court. Term descriptive of a
sham legal proceeding in which a
person's rights are totally disregarded
and in which the result is a foregone
conclusion because of the bias of the
court or other tribunal.” Black’s Law
Dictionary, 6th Edition, page 868,
©Common Law Copyright 2011
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Judicial Whores = Satanic Contract

• "When acting to enforce a statute and its
subsequent amendments to the present date, the
judge of the municipal court is acting as an
administrative officer and not in a judicial
capacity; courts administrating or enforcing
statutes do not act judicially, but merely
ministerially." Thompson v. Smith 154 SE 583.
[emphasis added]
• "Ministerial officers are incompetent to receive
grants of judicial power from the legislature,
their acts in attempting to exercise such powers
are necessarily nullities"
Burns v. Sup., Ct., SF,
©Common Law Copyright 2011
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Roman Cult Satanists
• They send out their US citizen PIGs to assault you,
and kidnap you and falsely imprison you as a
revenue officer under the Federal Tax Lien Act of
1966
• Then they hold a show-trial in their kangaroo court
that has a US citizen prosecutor, and a US citizen
clerk masquerading as a Judge – Article 1 Military
tribunal
• Then they make merchandise of you and sell you
into slavery.
26
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Roman Cult Satanists
• They hire low intelligence thugs who don’t have
more than 2 brain cells
• They give their low intelligence thugs a gun and tell
them to go out and assault and murder whoever they
want
• Then their BAR member BAAL priests in the socalled courts can call it a contract
• All BAR Members are agents of the Roman Cult –
See BAR Members 1, 2, & 3 videos
©Common Law Copyright 2011
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Low Intelligence LEOs
• They screen out intelligent people in the hiring
process for their Law Enforcement Officers (LEOs)
• Jordan vs City of New London, US Court of
Appeals for the Second Circuit Case Number 999188
• Robert Jordan had a masters degree and scored too
high on their test – too intelligent!
• I know several people who were NOT hired for
these kind of positions because they scored too high
on their test.
©Common Law Copyright 2016
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Two Brain Cell Thugs
• Not all Peace Officers are low intelligence
thugs
• Some of them learn (on their own – to their
credit) what their true duty is and take their
oaths seriously – see Oath Keepers on
Facebook
• Their Roman Cult satanist bosses try to get
rid of them
©Common Law Copyright 2011
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Satanists in America – Mark Passio
former Satanist Priest
Natural Law videos
Pilars of Satanism
Moral Relativism
There is no absolute right or wrong - truth is relative
We just make up what is right or wrong
What is right or wrong is what we decide today, and
tomorrow it will be something else
2/3 of people believe in moral relativism
©Common Law Copyright 2016
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Mark Passio – Natural Law
• Pillars of Satanism – forms of mind control
– Survival
• highest law of satanism

– Social Darwinism
• Certain classes of society think they are most fit to
rule
• postulates the survival of the most socially ruthless
• Ultimate responsibility is self preservation
• Eugenics
• elite get to determine who lives or dies
©Common Law Copyright 2016
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Mark Passio – Natural Law
• Pillars of Satanism – forms of mind control
• Order followers
– Responsible for all of the atrocities in history
– Just follow orders without thinking about whether it
is a lawful order or not
– Order followers are cowards, like a street gang
– Willing slaves

• https://www.youtube.com/user/WhatOnEarth93
©Common Law Copyright 2016
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Order Followers
Anyone who is wearing a military uniform is an
agent of the Roman Cult
“The wearing of clerical dress or of a religious
habit on the part of lay folk, ….., is liable to the
same penalty on the part of the State as the
misuse of military uniform.” Article 10, Concordat
of 1933
Almost all (so-called) governments are bankrupt and
owned and operated by the Roman Cult
At common law a sheriff would have a star only.
©Commonis
Lawno
Copyright
2016
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At common law there
uniform

Order Followers
• WWII War Crimes Tribunals
– All of the NAZIs claimed that they were just
following orders - Satanists
– They either suffered death by hanging, or spent the
rest of their life in jail
– Some of them are still hunted to this day

• Vietnam War - Mai Lai massacre
– Convicted of murder

• Today Order Followers are everywhere
©Common Law Copyright 2016
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Satanism
Things that you see every day using the Satanic
philosophy of Moral Relativism are;
False Flag Operations – the end justifies the means
Agent Provacateurs - the end justifies the means
Entrapment – the end justifies the means
All Court cases = kangaroo court (unless it’s a common
law court) = satanism

©Common Law Copyright 2016
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Roman Cult Satanists
• There will be no peace as long as the Roman
Cult is in power
• All the Roman Cult does is warfare
• There were no world wars until the first
Central Bank was set up
• Negotiable instrument law is a subset of
Roman law
• “There is no peace, saith my God, to the
wicked.” Isaiah 57:21
37
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What is the Solution?

• “It is however, true that in all common-law
countries it has always and consistently been held
that the wife and minor children take the
nationality of the husband and father. That is
common-law doctrine.” In Re Page 12 F (2d) 135
• Get your wife to come here as a tourist
• After you are married, there is nothing they can do
(that is why there are millions of so-called illegal
aliens in the country currently)
• I would serve them with a Notice
• You will have to file lawsuits over issues that come
©Common Law Copyright 2011
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up – (not too many)

Fraud = Lies = Satanism
• “Ye are of your father the devil, and the lusts of
your father ye will do. He was a murderer from the
beginning, and abode not in the truth, because
there is no truth in him. When he speaketh a lie, he
speaketh of his own: for he is a liar, and the father
of it.” John 8:44
• “But the fearful, and unbelieving, and the
abominable, and murderers, and whoremongers,
and sorcerers [pharmaceutical drug pushers], and
idolaters, and all liars, shall have their part in the
lake which burneth with fire and brimstone: which
is 39the second death.” Revelations 21:8
©Common Law Copyright 2016

Satanists
“By which also he went and preached unto the
spirits in prison;” 1 Peter 3:19
“And it shall come to pass in that day, that the
LORD shall punish the host of the high ones that
are on high, and the kings of the earth upon the
earth. And they shall be gathered together, as
prisoners are gathered in the pit, and shall be
shut up in the prison, and after many days shall
they be visited.” Isaiah 24: 21-22
40
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Conclusion
• "It behooves every man who values
liberty of conscience for himself, to
resist invasions of it in the case of
others: or their case may, by change
of circumstances, become his own”
Thomas Jefferson
41
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Conclusion
• "When shall it be said in any country of the
world, my poor are happy, neither ignorance or
distress is to be found among them; my jails are
empty of prisoners, my streets of beggars; the
aged are not in want, the taxes not oppressive;
the rational world is my friend because I am
friend of its happiness. When these things can be
said, then may that country boast of its
constitution and government ." - Thomas Paine
42
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The Watchman
• “But if the watchman see the sword come, and
blow not the trumpet, and the people be not
warned; if the sword come, and take any person
from among them, he is taken away in his
iniquity; but his blood will I require at the
watchman's hand.” Ezekiel 33:6
• Either you are part of the problem, or you are part of
the solution
• You are now a watchman!
• Circulate this video far and wide!!
43
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Other Videos – Over 240
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bankster Thieves 1, 2, & 3
Churchianity series
Bankrupt Corporate (so-called) Governments
BAR Members 1, 2, & 3
DIY How NOT to Volunteer for the Selective Service
Martial Law is here!
DIY No Income Tax
DIY No Sales Tax
DIY Traffic Stop
44
DIY Free Mail
DIY Kangaroo Courts
©Common Law Copyright 2016

Summary
• Copies of these documents can be found at My
private group at Yahoo called AdministratingYour-Public-Servants
• I have Youtube videos that are videos of Private
Information Shares that show these and other
court citations that are available for a donation
• Donations to support this work are appreciated. I
prefer gold or silver coin, but as an extremely less
desireable alternative I can accept IOUs (Federal
Reserve Notes, Paypal gifts, checks, money orders,
etc) send me an email for particulars
45
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Summary
• If you find this useful, then you need to pay
it forward
• If you don’t know what Pay it Forward
means, then watch the movie
• Send me your success stories

46
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Contact Information

• My Blog is;
– http://sovereigntyinternational.wordpress.com
• Website - www.sovereigntyinternational.fyi
• Email - engineerwin@yahoo.com
• Youtube profile - sovereignliving
• Facebook
– Community Page – deleted due to censorship
– Private Group – Sovereignty International – being
deleted
• Yahoo Private Group – Administrating-Your-PublicServants
• Google Private Group©Common
– Administrating-Your-PublicLaw Copyright 2016
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